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A central problem in modern computational physics and chemistry consists in the accurate determination of the kinetics of 
transformation processes like phase transitions, chemical reactions, biomolecular folding or association. The difficulty 
resides in the gap between the long time scale associated to such processes, also known as rare events, and the short time 
scale that is accessible by molecular dynamics simulations. We contributed to the development of enhanced sampling 
techniques (like metadynamics) that allow to reconstruct mechanisms and free energy landscapes for a wide range of 
activated processes in physics, chemistry and biology [1,2]. Methods aimed at accurate kinetic rates are at present less 
mature and large efforts are devoted by top research groups worldwide to tackle this challenge. The two main routes 
employ Markov state models and Langevin models [1]. We recently proposed an intriguing new possibility: 
reconstructing self-consistently free energy, friction and mass landscapes of a rare event based only on short unbiased 
trajectories relaxing from the barrier [3], potentially yielding rates free from approximations for a range of problems. 
 

   With this PhD thesis we propose to develop an efficient methodology for the calculation of free energy landscapes and 
transition rates and to apply it to an important problem : the association and dissociation of biomolecular complexes. 
Despite the paramount importance of protein-protein interaction in controlling most of biological functions, including 
pathologic processes from cancer to Alzheimer, today it is routinely impossible to predict with accuracy whether two 
proteins bind together, the corresponding free energy gain, and the association/dissociation rate constants. We will study a 
few carefully-selected systems, including the protease of human immunodeficiency virus (causing AIDS) and the 
dynamical complex formed by the Heat Shock Proteins Hsp70/Hsp40. In the former, we recently discovered a cryptic 
druggable binding pocket, so-far overlooked despite a large amount of previous studies, at the dimerization interface [4]: a 
new general road for drug design could be to target transient dynamic pockets, out of reach to techniques like 
crystallography. We will reconstruct the accurate dimerization thermodynamics and kinetics in both HIV1 and HIV2 
species, and the interaction of small molecules with the new pocket. The second system, the Hsp70/Hsp40 complex, forms 
the core of a chaperone machinery that maintains protein homeostasis by regulating a plethora of essential cellular 
processes. This transient, dynamical complex posed severe challenges to experimental structural characterization in spite 
of its interest as a drug target for multiple diseases. Notably, while a recent X-ray study [5] provided high-resolution 
structural insight, several evidences indicate conformational heterogeneity and an unusual dynamic interface [6]. Here we 
plan to build on our recent results obtained with coarse-grained simulations and co-evolutionary analysis [6] and to take 
advantage of the previously described protocols for fully elucidating the complex structural dynamics of the Hsp70/Hsp40 
complex and its functional consequences. 
 

   It is important to stress that the newly developed theoretical and computational tools will find application well-beyond 
the field of biomolecular association, from chemical reactions in solution to the nucleation of inorganic materials 
(research activities pursued in parallel in our group [7]), thanks to the strong similarity among the corresponding activated 
processes from the point of view of the dynamics of complex systems and of statistical mechanics. 
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